
Dura-Trac® SB
Rugged Use Temporary Flooring
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strength, safety and ease of use.

�0-�Ȏ�-��Ȩ����͘**-$)"�+�) '. feature a solid back 
that is hot-plate welded to the understructure, 
making it impervious to dirt, water, and other debris.

Dura-Trac® SB panels are ideal for use in areas 
requiring extra protection from heavy equipment 
�)��1 #$�' �/-�Ȃ$�Ѷ�.0�#��.�($'$/�-4�. -1$� .��)��
temporary roadways. Combine with Dura-Trac® 
SE to transition from heavy to light applications 
seamlessly.

Dura-Trac® SE and SB charcoal 
panels are constructed with more 
than 50% recycled material.

All Panels are 100% Recyclable.

           Made in the USA.

Installs and disassembles quickly and easily   
with our patented Slide-and-Lock technology.

Full suite of edge and ramp solutions available 
for pedestrian and ADA compliant access.

Easy to clean using our compatible 
DuraWash 2300 panel-washing system.

Use for
Turf protection
Work platforms
Playing surface for sporting events
� )/.Ѷ�./-0�/0- Ѷ��)���*)�"($-**ޕ�/- 
Temporary parking lots
� (+*-�-4�2�"($-**ޕ� .0*# -
Temporary roadways for heavy duty equipment

Eco-friendly

SUCCESS STARTS
ON SOLID GROUND

Reliability
you can
walk, drive 
and play on.

770-333-1886

Charcoal Gray

Translucent

Custom Colors
Available upon request.
Prices may vary.
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Dura-Trac® SB
Rugged Use Temporary Flooring
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turf, soil, sand, gravel, snow, tarmac and concrete.

Speed and ease of installation with unmatched durability 
and strength, boasting 2.75 " thick panel, Dura-TracҸޕ�**-$)"�
provides a solid foundation for events and industries of all 
sizes. Our unrivaled customer service and dedicated support 
team is as trustworthy as our panels.

Dimensions: у�ȅѵ�3�у�ȅѵ���сѵцф�$)ѵ�/#$�&

Usable Surface Area: рх�.,ѵ�ȅѵ

Weight Per Panel: ху�'�.ѵ

Panels Per Pallet: 16

Load Capacity:�фпѶппп�'�.ҝȅс�ȗ� �-$)"�"-*0)�Ș�ҝ�рѶппп�'�.ҝȅс�ȗ ' 1�/ �Ș

Materials:�рппڿ�	����+'�./$�

Manufacturing Process: Structural foam molded with high density  
+*'4 /#4' ) �җ	���Ҙ��# ����&�$.�#*/Ҋ+'�/ �2 '� ��/*�/# �+�) '�!*-��)�
$(+ -( ��' �. �'ѵ

Slip Resistance: � 3/0- ��.0-!�� 

Temperature Range: Ҋрп�/*�ррп�� "-  .���#- )# $/

Durability: � .$./�)/�/*��*--*.$*)Ѷ��# ($��'.Ѷ�.*'1 )/.Ѷ��)��� / -" )/

Cleaning: Medium to high pressure washǹ�� / -" )/.��)���)/$���/ -$�'
�" )/.�(�4�� �0. �

Impact Resistance:�	$"#�$(+��/�- .$./�)� Ѹ�#$"#� '�./*( -�./- ..
�)���-��&�- .$./�)/

Panel Strength: �+�/*�тфп���


Flame Resistance:��3�  �.��шу	��ȗ/ ./�- .0'/.��1�$'��' �0+*)�- ,0 ./Ș

Contact us today 
for a quote!

770-333-1886
https://FLEXTC.com 

JKeller@FLEXTC.com



Speed of install. Strength. Durability.
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�0-�Ȏ�-��Ȩ����͘**-$)"�+�) '. feature an 
open-back system that allows for even weight 
distribution across the panel, providing greater 
load capacity than comparative systems. The 
lightweight panels, weighing only 50 lbs each, 
are designed to handle loads of 25,000 '�.ҝȅс�on 
bearing ground.

Combine with Dura-Trac® SB to transition from 
light to heavy applications seamlessly.

Dura-Trac® SE and SB charcoal 
panels are constructed with more 
than 50% recycled material.

All Panels are 100% Recyclable.

           Made in the USA.
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seamlessly

Prevents damage to any turf by providing optimal
air circulation and water venting; translucent 
panels enable the sun to penetrate it easily

Can be custom cut to contour any layout design 
and accommodates undulating surfaces

Use for
Turf protection ȗ/-�).'0� )/Ș
Work platforms
� � ./-$�)�/-�Ȃ$�
Light duty equipment
� )/.Ѷ�./-0�/0- Ѷ��)���*)�"($-**ޕ�/- 

Eco-friendly

A SUCCESSFUL EVENT 
STARTS FROM THE 
GROUND UP

Reliability
you can
entertain, 
dance and 
cheer on.

Dura-Trac® SE
Special Events Temporary Flooring

770-333-1886

Charcoal Gray

Translucent

Custom Colors
Available upon request.
Prices may vary.
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Dura-Trac® SE
Special Events Temporary Flooring
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turf, soil, sand, gravel, snow, tarmac and concrete.

Speed and ease of installation with unmatched durability 
and strength, boasting 2.75 " thick panel, Dura-TracҸޕ�**-$)"�
provides a solid foundation for events and industries of all 
sizes. Our unrivaled customer service and dedicated support 
team is as trustworthy as our panels.

Dimensions: у�ȅѵ�3�у�ȅѵ���сѵцф�$)ѵ�/#$�&

Usable Surface Area: рх�.,ѵ�ȅѵ

Weight Per Panel: уч�'�.ѵ

Panels Per Pallet: 16

Load Capacity:�сфѶппп�'�.ҝȅс�ȗ� �-$)"�"-*0)�Ș

Materials:�рппڿ�	����+'�./$�

Manufacturing Process: Structural foam molded with high density 
+*'4 /#4' ) �җ	���Ҙ

Slip Resistance: � 3/0- ��.0-!�� 

Temperature Range: Ҋрп�/*�ррп�� "-  .���#- )# $/

Durability: � .$./�)/�/*��*--*.$*)Ѷ��# ($��'.Ѷ�.*'1 )/.Ѷ��)��� / -" )/

Cleaning: Medium to high pressure washǹ�� / -" )/.��)���)/$���/ -$�'
�" )/.�(�4�� �0. �

Impact Resistance:�	$"#�$(+��/�- .$./�)� Ѹ�#$"#� '�./*( -�./- ..
�)���-��&�- .$./�)/

Panel Strength: �+�/*�рчп���


Flame Resistance:��3�  �.��шу	��ȗ/ ./�- .0'/.��1�$'��' �0+*)�- ,0 ./Ș

Contact us today 
for a quote!

770-333-1886
https://FLEXTC.com

JKeller@FLEXTC.com


